LET US BE YOUR EYES AND EARS

Is there an event or incident occurring and you need to know immediately what’s actually
happening and where?
Do you want to save time and money by not having to respond valuable resources where they
are not needed?
Do you want live video of the event or incident streamed directly to your office, control centre,
boardroom or laptop within minutes of it occurring so you can make quick and effective
decisions?
Tracknwatch Rapid Observations Group utilises an extensive network of trained observers located
across Australia and other parts of the world who use a sophisticated smartphone app to deliver a
mobile live video stream and tracking service to put you LIVE on scene 24 hours a day. Many of the
group are trained investigators and surveillance specialists.
There is nothing more frustrating than sitting in an office or control centre trying to picture what is
happening at an incident or event related to your agency or business when you only have a phone or
two-way radio.
Whether it is an accident, civil unrest, emergency, weather event, public monitoring or you simply want
to observe a situation related to your business, now you can observe and live track one of our
strategically placed observers travelling to the incident/event and then see exactly what is happening
through a secure live stream video “as it happens’
Discuss the scene LIVE with the observer and as the mobile live streaming smartphone app is fully
portable, we can show you what is happening from any angle and under any conditions.
Our extensive network of responders covers all capital cities and major towns with observers
strategically located to cover almost all areas of Australia as well as overseas.

You have a situation that you want to know exactly what is occurring
and get a live video stream so you can make the correct decisions

You pick up the phone and call the observer request hotline with details of
the location and event you need covered and we will immediately respond a
trained observer to the location using our extensive network of observers
strategically placed across Australia and other parts of the world.

Suitable observers are selected within seconds from the thousands
available on our state-of-the-art live tracking map, which lets us know
immediately who is closest and immediately available to respond.

We will immediately provide you with a login to your own secure web map
and you can live track the observer travelling to the requested location with a
live “as its happening” video stream directly from the observer who will
provide details and an audio commentary to support what they are streaming.

All the live streams are automatically recorded on our secure servers
so that you can immediately review and/or save the video without
having to waits hours and sometimes days for the recording to be sent.

Observers are completely mobile using our sophisticated Tracknwatch
phone app and they can access most locations as long as there is a
sufficient 3G/4G/5G signal.

A major Australian television network received
information that during the latest Covid-19 crisis a well
known personality was breaching self quarantine
requirements and Tracknwatch was able to send an
observer to a North coast location within 20 mins of
the hotline call and live stream video was relayed
back to the network until a news team arrived.

A USA based multinational mining company needed an
urgent live video stream back to their HQ boardroom
relating to a serious equipment breakdown in Australia.
TracknWatch dispatched an observer to the remote
location who was live tracked to the scene arriving within
1.5 hours of the call with a live stream putting all the
managers “on scene” and allowing their team to respond
effectively and efficiently to the incident. Normally
access to these types of locations would take days.

An environmental monitoring company received advice of
a potential threat to a river system due to an oil spill
however an observer dispatched to the scene within 12
minutes of being called live video streamed video
showing that no such spill existed in that area and the spill
was nothing more than dirty rain water run off

From mine sites,
aircraft, vehicles, trains, buses,
buildings, we cover them all. Call the
Observer Hotline 24hrs for more information
including very attractive “hour by hour” pricing

+61417189341

support@tracknwatch.com

